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NEW QUESTION: 1
Digital rights management (DRM) consists of compliance and
robustness rules. Which of the following features does the
robustness rule have? Each correct answer represents a complete
solution. Choose three.
A. It specifies minimum techniques for asset security.
B. It contains assets, such as device key, content key,
algorithm, and profiling data.

C. It specifies the behaviors of the DRM implementation and
applications accessing the implementation.
D. It specifies the various levels of robustness that are
needed for asset security.
Answer: A,B,D
Explanation:
The DRM (digital rights management) technology includes the
following rules: 1.Compliance rule: This rule specifies the
behaviors of the DRM implementation, and applications that are
accessing the implementation. The compliance rule specifies the
following elements: Definition of specific license rights
Device requirements Revocation of license path or penalties
when the implementation is not robust enough or noncompliant
2.Robustness rule: This rule has the following features: It
specifies the various levels of robustness that are needed for
asset security. It contains assets, such as device key, content
key, algorithm, and profiling data. It specifies minimum
techniques for asset security.

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A network administrator wants to see what ports are open on a
server. Which of the following commands will show open ports?
A. nbtstat
B. netstat
C. nslookup
D. tracert
Answer: B
Explanation:
Netstat command displays various network related information
such as network connections, routing tables, interface
statistics, masquerade connections, multicast memberships etc.
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